Mobile CCTV Units
Why use our Mobile CCTV Unit?
This solution fulfils many different roles all in one Mobile Unit. Fully equipped with 4
IP cameras on a telescopic mast, PA System and remote monitoring, there are
many features you can take advantage of that are unique to this solution when you
hire our mobile CCTV Unit.

Why use this Service?
Our Mobile CCTV Surveillance units allow us to provide clients with a wide area
surveillance system which can be rapidly deployed at short notice. Our Mobile CCTV
Unit provides you with flexible, results driven method of monitoring various locations
such as high footfall events and well-known problem areas. Delivering remote,
mobile CCTV coverage and giving you a real time snapshot of the chosen areas,
there are many benefits to hiring our Mobile CCTV Unit.
Typical applications would include:











Health & safety monitoring of public events
Car park surveillance & monitoring
Construction site security
Policing & crowd control
CCTV Surveillance
Outdoor Music Events & Festival Control Room
Sporting Events
Short-term Site Security
Anti Social Behaviour
External Electrical Supply

Construction Sites
Sometimes, new construction sites do not have welfare facilities available and ready
yet and often they are waiting either for a welfare unit or CCTV to be fitted. Across
Ireland, one in five construction sites are targeted and vandalised meaning you don’t
want to operate an exposed site. Luckily, for this interim period where you are
without a security presence, the Unit can be an immediate short term solution
offering your site great coverage and much needed peace of mind and provides a
flexible alternative to static construction site security guards. The CCTV cameras
feed back to our central station where they can be monitored 24-7
Outdoor Events, Festivals & Markets
Often areas with a high footfall require extra security measures and our CCTV Unit is
the ideal, mobile solution. Able to be used as either a Control Room or an Incident
Monitoring Unit, event organisers can use the Unit as their base or the Unit can
travel to areas that aren’t currently receiving CCTV coverage. Whatever you choose,
the result is the ability to respond to dangerous or undesirable situations in real time

Anti-Social Behaviour
Due to the mobile nature of the solution, the Unit can be dispatched at extremely
short notice and therefore can act as a great system to stop anti-social behaviour in
its tracks. Available to be hired as a standalone Unit or as an external Control Room,
the Unit allows our central station team real time decisions that would otherwise not
be possible.
Illegal Dumping
Fly tipping has been on the increase in Ireland, in general, as recent figures
released this year showed a 40% increase in illegal dumping compared to the same
period last year. Depositing of large amounts of rubbish is usually associated with
isolated rural areas. Invariably these locations are situation in some of the most
beautiful, scenic and frequented areas of our country. Locations that are prone to
illegal dumping are affected both on a visual and environmental level. Our mobile
CCTV Units can be deployed to stop illegal dumping and help tackle the problem of
fly tipping. This initiative had been highly successful so far.
Power
Our units are powered with mains electricity which is backed up by a powerful
hydrogen cell battery.
Unit can also be deployed on site without power as it can be run off portable Gas
secured within the unit battery.
Rentals include the following
 Live CCTV Monitoring in our central station via 4G
 Gas refills each week for rental exceeding one week
 Rapid response key holding service: Sharp Group upon its intrusion will
dispatch one of our mobile patrol drivers to the site
 Weekly Rental Charge €495 ex vat

